A new heuristic algorithm for two-dimensional routing utilizing two distinct layers is described. It is assumed that all terminals are on the boundary of a rectilinear routing region with or without cutout sections. Terminals on vertical boundary segments are assumed to be on one layer and those on horizontal boundary segments are on the other layer. This algorithm finds all possible paths with minimum corners for a net and then chooses one of those paths by considering path length, the likelihood of blocking nets not yet routed, the usage of vacant tracks, and the necessity of going through an area expected to be congested.
Introduction
In modern VLSI layout systems, the routing area between modules(circuit component blocks) is usually divided into a set of routing regions called channels. By properly defining the channels and choosing the routing order, an efficient channel router [1, 2] can usually be used to complete the routing. However, because of the inherent requirement in channel routers that fixed terminals must be on one set of parallel edges and nonfixed terminals on the other set, it is not guaranteed that a routing order always exists for the channels. In fact, for "L-shaped" channel intersection (Fig. l.a) , channels with cyclic constraints fin Fig. 1 .b, CH1 must be routed before CH2, CH2 must be routed before CH3, CH3 must be routed before CH4, and CH4 must be routed before CHI, this is an example of cyclic constraints in routing order), and channels with fixed terminals on both horizontal and vertical boundary edges of a channel (Fig. i.c) , a channel router can not be used to eomplete the routing. A two-dimensional router is necessary for such problems. For the problem shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 2 .a, we can define CHI to be to the left of edge "el", CH2 to be above edge "gh". The routing region between CHI and CH2 can be routed by such a two-*Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. dimensional router after a channel router has routed both CH1 and CH2. In Fig. 1 .b and Fig. 2 .b, if we break CH1 into three channels CH1A, CH1M, and CHID, then we can use a channel router to route CH1A, CH1B, CH2, CH3, and CH4 and use the 2-D router (two-dimensional router) to route CH1M. In Fig. 1 .c and Fig. 2 .e, a "Ushaped" area with fixed terminals on both vertical and horizontal boundary edges in a channel, which occurs quite often in practice, can be routed by the 2-D router before we use a channel router.
It should be noted that heuristic 2-D touters can not guarantee routing completion even if such a solution exists. Such routers usually attempt to connect as many nets as possible.
The routing algorithm presented here routes one net at a time. It starts with the definition of tracks and the assignment of tracks to terminals. Net ordering is done by considering the number of corners needed for each net and the net with smallest number is routed first. Path searching is done by a modified breadth first search which finds all possible paths with a minimum number of corners. Path selection is done by considering path length, the likelihood of blocking nets not yet routed, the usage of vacant tracks, and the necessity of going through an area expected to be congested. Any area that has been occupied by previous routes is considered an obstacle and this information is dynamically updated throughout the operation.
2.

Routing algorithm
The following description is for the case when all terminals are fixed. The next section discusses other cases.
i Tract ass/g~zmeztt
It is assumed that there are two layers available for routing. One layer for horizontal routing segments (horizontal layer) and the other layer for vertical routing segments (vertical layer). A horizontal (vertical) track segment is defined to be a horizontal line segment on the horizontal (vertical) layer that can be used for routing. Horizontal track segments and vertical track segments are defined for the whole routing region. They can be generated by drawing horizontal or vertical cutlines through the routing region.
Terminals on vertical boundary edges are assumed to be on the horizontal layer and vice versa. Every terminal has a unique track segment associated with it.
The horizontal and vertical track intersection graph is then created. For example, in Fig. 3 .a, horizontal and vertical track segments are defined and terminal T1 is assigned to track H5 and terminal T2 is assigned to track Vh. Tracks V1 and V2 intersect with H1, H2, H3, Hh, HT, and HB; track V3 intersects with H1 and H2, etc.
The minimum separation between tracks (trackspacing) and that between tracks and boundary edges (edge clearance) required by the specific technology are input as design rules. The minimum separation required between contacts can either be incorporated into the trackspacing or be considered by a postproccssor to shift the contacts that arc too close to each other. There arc several ways to determine the locations of the tracks. Two of them are straight forward and easy. One method is to generate the tracks at locations equally spaced by one unit of traokspaeing, starting from one edge clearance from the boundary, and then assign terminals to the closest available neighboring tracks, The ~ther method is to try to assign tracks at terminal locations exactly and in between the terminals. For terminals that can not be on a track, the nearer available neighboring track is assigned. For different cases, either of the two methods may be more preferable.
Net orde'r'i.ng
Let us first define a "corner" to be a change of direction in a path. The net ordering is done by considering the number of corners each net requires in the absence of all other nets. The net with smallest number of corners is routed first. The intent is to route simple nets first. This net ordering scheme is clone before actual routing starts.
Another idea suggested by Dave Deutsch at Bell Laboratories is to kee p a dynamically changing ordering which will always rouue the net requiring the smallest number of corners first. This has not been implemented in the current version of the program, but it will be tested in the near future.
One very crucial point in this algorithm is the recognition of the inverse correlation between the number of corners per net and the number of completed nets. Throughout this algorithm every effort has been made to keep the total number of corners as small as possible. horizontal and vertical track segments. All paths with minimum number of corners are found. For example, (Fig.3.a-3 .b), suppose T1 and T2 are to be connected. We start with T1 which belongs to track segment "HS"; "HS" intersects with tracks "VI" and "Y2"; in turn, they intersect with "HI", "H2", "H3", "HS", "HT", and "H9"; from there we reach tracks "V3", "V4", "VS", "V6", "VT", "Y8", and "vg". "V5" is the target track which is assigned to terminal T2, so we stop at this level. This algorithm can always find a path if one exists, and it finds all possible paths with the minimum number of corners. In the example above, three corners are needed which is the minimum possible number. There are four available paths (HS,V1,H1,VS), (H5,V1,H2,VS),
P~th sea~'ehing
(HS,V2,HI,VS), and (HS,V2,H2,VS).
For multiple-terminal nets, two terminals are selected and connected. The remaining terminals of the net are selected one at a time as the starting point of the modified breadth first search. The targets are the track segments that have already been assigned to this net.
The terminals of a multiple-terminal net are ordered according to the sides of the routing region they belong to. Terminals on the side with most terminals is at the beginning of the list. Terminals on the 
l~th selection
Path selection is the crucial part of the algorithm. Four factors are considered in this step.
A.
The first factor is the path length which has always been considered as an important weight in routing algorithms.
B.
The second is the "terminal-end weight". For exampie, in Fig. 4 .a, path P1 and path P2 have the same path length, but path P1 goes through track "HI" which has a terminal at both ends of the track. Apparently path P2 which uses "H2" is much more preferable, since H1 has terminal on both ends. The distance between the corners of the path and the terminal at the ends of the track segment is also taken into account. For example, in Fig. 4 .b, path P1 which has the distance "ab" greater than the distance "ed" in path P2 is preferable.
C. The third factor is the "shortest-fit" factor. This is intended to make great use of the shortest available track segment that has no terminal on its ends. For example, in Fig. 4 .c, after we have routed NET1, NET2 will use horizontal track H2 instead of HI. D. The fourth factor is the "density weight" assigned to each corner of the path. The density weight assigned to each corner is the sum of the number of nets on or across the horizontal and vertical cutlines through this point. For example, in Fig. 5 , corner "A" will have "NETI", "NET2", and "NET3" going from left of the vertical outline through "A" to the right of the outline and "NET1", "NET3" going from above the horizontal outline through "A" to below the line. The weight at corner "A" is simply 3 + 2 = 5. For irregularly shaped routing regions the density weight is modified by the height and width of the available space.
These four factors are easily calculated from the data structure. The weight assigned to each possible path is the sum of these four weights. The path with smallest weight is selected.
Extension
A routing region with fixed terminals on three sides and non-fixed terminals on the fourth side can also be handled. In this case, just before path searching, instead of assigning one track to the non-fixed terminal, we assign to it all tracks that connect to the side where the non-fixed terminal is on. By path searching and path selection, we can determine the location of the non-fixed terminal. A routing region with fixed and non-fixed terminals rn'i.zed on all sides can also be handled in the similar way. This capability greatly enhances the usefulness of this algorithm. For cases when terminals may sit on either of the two layers regardless of the direction of the boundary segments they belong to, a preprocessor can be used to change the layer of the terminal at the first track location to the predefined layer. This algorithm has the ability to check whether the change of layer is necessary. For more satisfactory results, a postproeessor can be used to cleanup unnecessary layer changes.
4.
Data structure and complexity A dynamic data structure using linked lists is maintained throughout the operation. After each net has been routed, the track segment list and the track intersection graph are updated which involves an operation of o(hv) (in the worst case) where h and v are the horizontal and vertical track numbers respectively. The storage requirement of this algorithm is of o(hv), which is the storage required by the track intersection graph. The Lime complexity is of o((t-n)hv), which is required by the worst case breadth first search, where t is the number of terminals and n is the number of nets. Because of the time complexity and storage requirements, this program is intended for routing area up to about 100 horizontal tracks by 100 vertical tracks.
Results
This algorithm is implemented in the C language on a VAX 11/780 under the Berkeley Unix operating system, as part of the LTX layout system of the layout aids group at Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill. Figure 6 shows a relatively more complicated test problem for channel routers [1, 2] , and the results obtained with this 2-D router. This problem has 47 signal nets and 130 terminals on four sides. There are 64 Fio. 6
Paper 6.3vertical tracks and 23 horizontal tracks. The result is three tracks more than the known best solution by the channel routers. The storage required is 80K bytes. The cpu time is 16 seconds. Figure 7 is a sample problem of a routing region with modules inside. Note that NET4 at the upper right corner of the region has a change of tracks on the same layer (solid line) which is on top of NET3. Also, NET8 is connected by using the same layer without any contacts. The terminals marked as a "cross" represent originally fixed terminals. Those marked as a small "square" are non-fixed terminals, which are originally assigned to the edge they belong to, and were fixed by the router. The small "square" along a path represents a corner as defined in section 0..2, which is not necessarily a contact.
In path selection step, experimental results show that "terminal-end weight", "path-length weight", and "density weight" help efficiently in eliminating the blocking of nets not yet routed. The effect of "shortest-fit weight" is mixed for different problems. There are other factors still under investigation. One of them is to assign a weight that pushes the routing segments toward the center of the routing region.
An estimation of the number of grid points needed for the 2-D router to complete the routing is under development, it is based on the calculation of the minimum number of grid points needed for a solution to exist for a particular problem under the "layer per direction" routing model.
Conclusion
This paper describes a very general two dimensional routing algorithm. Good experimental results have been observed. However, it should be emphasized that this algorithm is not intended to compete with channel touters. In fact, the two routers are quite complementary since each has different objectives and restrictions. Channel routers have the freedom of assigning the position of terminals on two sides and try to minimize the width of the channel. The 2-D router, however, tries to maximize the number of completed nets for a given fixed topology. Experimental results show that, for typical channel routing problems, the 2-D router needs (in average) 15%-20% more space than the best channel routers [1, 2] .
The algorithm presented here does not guarantee the completion of the routing. However, given a routing region with a reasonable amount of routing space, this algorithm has a high completion rate.
7.
